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ABSTRACT 
   
An acousto-mechanical based experiment using the Nonlinear Time Reversal signal processing 
tool is presented with the objective to define new standards. The tool is known to extract, in a 
complex medium, sources of multiscale nonlinearity potentially responsible of degradation 
processes. The paper presents the TR-NEWS device which is associated to the development of a 
phenomenological characterization of material local elastic properties working at 50 MHz 
allowing the measurements of degradation and aging of complex structures. The experimental 
device was tested with the V3 calibration block, improved and specially scaled in order to access 
to a wide range of parameters: mechanical properties, ultrasonic parameters (celerity and 
attenuation) and local geometric data. Tested for biomedical applications too, the well-known 
complexity constitutes a strong advantage for the TR-NEWS efficiency. Linear and nonlinear 
behavior of elasticity is measured locally thanks to the mechanical loading conducted with a 
Instron loading machine specifically optimized for biomaterials. Various materials have been 
tested for the validation of concept (such as polymers, multiscale elastic layer in contact on 
complex reverberant bio-materials) before applications. Nonlinear UT standards are suggested 
taking into account the necessity to include multi-modality, self-calibrated processes and 
intrinsic nonclassical nonlinearity provided by memristor arrays.  
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1. Introduction 
   
Nonlinear acoustics and vibration has become increasingly important during the last forty years 
due to the increase of higher sensitivity of electronic instrumentation and its associate signal 
processing algorithm [1-5]. The nonlinearity of materials results in nonlinear effects, which arise 
from defects in the materials present at all scales. Applications include nonlinear nondestructive 
testing (NDT), harmonic medical ultrasound imaging and development of new materials such as 
nanocomposite and memory based materials [6-11]. One of the strategic plan of the international 
NDT community is to define standards for developing nonlinear non-destructive testing for 
automated set-up in mass production [12-13]. Various nonlinear methods have been developed in 
recent years for defect detection in complex materials. There is, however, still a need for 
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applying calibrated standards in a complex medium where an adequate knowledge of the 
instrumentation and electronics should be known precisely in order to predict the ultrasonic 
propagation with high efficiency [14]. For nonlinear NDT, the most common include harmonic 
and overtone generation, inter-modulation product generation and resonant frequency shift, also 
known as Nonlinear Elastic Wave Spectroscopy (NEWS) methods [15-18]. Furthermore, new 
optimized excitations are needed and, thanks to the analysis of symmetry properties of the 
system such as reciprocity, nonlinear time reversal (TR) and other pulse-inverted (PI) 
techniques, a wide range of innovation can be proposed. This is the case of TR-NEWS methods 
that use PI and chirp-coded coding schemes. Since the validation of nonlinear time reversal 
methods within the NDT community, another fields of applications (also related to aging), have 
been investigated recently [19]. The interaction between an acoustic wave and a complex media 
has an increase interest for NDT applications, as it was applied for biomedical analysis of aging. 
Consequently, TR-NEWS methods are supplemented and improved by new excitation strategies 
having the intrinsic property of enlarging frequency analysis bandwidth and time domain scales, 
with now both medical acoustics and electromagnetic applications. Among these modern signal 
processing tools, nonlinear signal processing is a new field of research in order to optimize the 
excitation and information coming from nonlinear effects. Various nonlinear methods have been 
investigated in recent years for the detection of faults and fatigue in carbon-fiber reinforced 
composite materials and structures. Furthermore, even if such a rationale were to exist, real-
world samples potentially contain a variety of defects (e.g. micro-cracking, delamination and 
disbonding) induced by various damage mechanisms (stress, impact, heat) such that no single 
nonlinear testing technique can offer the optimum inspection choice in all circumstances. 
Consequently, new optimized excitations are needed and, thanks to the analysis of symmetry 
properties of the system described above. This is the case of TR-NEWS methods that could be 
applicable in any configuration [20]. 
 
Nondestructive Testing (NDT) of complex media is of increasing importance, not only in 
aeronautic industry, but also in various areas of industry also including modern biomedical 
media. A general definition of NDT is an examination, test, or evaluation performed on any type 
of test object without changing or altering that object in any way, in order to determine the 
absence or presence of conditions or defects that may have an effect on the usefulness or 
serviceability of that object. The major factors that influence the success of a non-destructive 
survey are depth of penetration, vertical and lateral resolution, contrast in mechanical properties, 
signal-to-noise ratio and existing information about the medium under test. Advances in 
instrumentation, modern standards, sensors, development of new materials, and miniaturization 
of devices are all paving the way for new NDT methods. Much research interest and industry 
attention have been devoted to acoustic techniques of NDT. This is a result of a clear trend in 
testing complex structures using UT and acoustic signals processed by software using advanced 
data analysis algorithms, and mathematical tools for modeling defects. 

 
Nonlinear NDT UT techniques use the fact that microcracks and delaminations (responsible of 
the aging) generate harmonic and/or subharmonic tones of the frequency at which they are 
excited. Nonlinear imaging technique is already used for fatigue process characterization of 
various steel microstructures. Nonlinear techniques correlate the presence and characteristics of a 
defect with acoustic signals that have changed in frequency or frequency content. As an 
example, intermodulation product generation which is based on the monitoring of nonlinear 
wave mixing in the material is an alternative and a potentially more sensitive nonlinear method 
for aging detection in composites. In order to confirm these results, modern investigation tends 
should prove how the multimodality concept can help us to define new methodologies and new 
instrumentation involving modern nonlinear signal processing tools, and tomography image 
construction [21]. Among the family of pulse coded excitation, solitonic coding constitutes, for 
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example, a new scheme in the sense that solitary waves are the best candidates for pulse 
propagation in nonlinear and dispersive media [22].  
 
2. Material and Methods 

  
The study starts from the fact that TR-NEWS signal processing relies on several waves 
converging into the focusing spot, therefore it is an interaction of waves which are difficult to 
visualize with standard UT methods. Any differences could then be used to detect local aging at 
the focusing point, because nonlinear waves interact differently than linear waves. 

 
2.1 UT analysis using TR-NEWS instrumentation 
The chirp-coded TR-NEWS method uses TR for the focusing of the broadband acoustic chirp-
coded excitation. The method consist in the successive steps : (1) emission of a linear frequency 
sweep signal (the chirp-coded excitation); (2) recording of the response to the emitted signal (the 
chirp coded coda); (3) computation of the pseudo-impulse response which is the correlation 
between the chirp-coded excitation and its response ; (4) recording of the response to the time 
reversed emitted pseudo-impulse excitation (chirp-coded TR-NEWS coda). The sensitivity 
improvement of chirp-coded signal processing has been validated in various domains. Coded 
excitation techniques, used in communication systems such as radar and sonar provides 
improved SNR without increasing the amplitude of excitation [23]. The typical TR-NEWS test 
equipment consists of a preamplifier Juvitek TRA-02 (0.02 - 5 MHz) connected to a computer, 
an amplifier ENI model A150 (55 dB at 0.3-35 MHz), a shear wave transducer Technisonic 
(2.25 MHz), and a longitudinal wave transducer Panametrics V155 (5 MHz). For specific 
applications, like tooth, bone, tuffeau sandstones or other systems, some of these parameters 
could be changed. Firstly the chirp-coded excitation �岫�岻 = � sin岫� 岫�岻岻 is applied to the 
transmitted transducer. The instantaneous phase � 岫�岻 is optimized as a linearly varying 
instantaneous frequency in the bandwidth imposed by transducers. Then the chirp coded coda 
response y(t) with a time duration T is recorded according to the convolution equation : 
 
  (1) 
 
where h(t) is the impulse response of the medium. Next the correlation ち岫�岻 between the 
received response y(t) and chirp-coded excitation c(t) is computed during the same time period つ� with  
 
  (2) 
 
called the pseudo-impulse response which is proportional to the impulse response h(t). After 
time reversal and delayed with duration T and rebroadcasted into the same medium one obtain 
 
  (3) 
 
which is the TR-NEWS focused signal under receiving transducer where the focusing takes place 
at time T/2=tf=0.64ms in Fig.1(4) and Fig4.  
 
2.2 Delayed TR-NEWS concept 
 
The delayed TR-NEWS signal processing is a further development of TR-NEWS, which allows 
to manipulate the focused wave shape with a beamforming approach. Its first experimental and 
simulation results in CFRP were presented in [], where various signal optimization possibilities 
were demonstrated. The delayed TR-NEWS optimization relies on the single impulse signal 
focusing of the TR-NEWS, which is used as a new basis for generating arbitrary wave envelope, 
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by scaling and overlaying several focused signals with some temporal offset. The delayed TR-
NEWS steps are presented in Fig.1 . A linear superposition of (scaled or not) cross-correlations 
just delayed with time i is computed numerically with the TRA Juvitek software. The 
superposition of focused waves occur since the stationarity of the experimental set-up is assumed 
: 
 
  (4) 
 
where ai is the i-th amplitude coefficient and i the i-th time delay. 
 
The linear superposition of two cross-correlations (Eq. (4) with n=1 and Fig 1) which becomes 
the new excitation induces a delayed and scaled focusing showing the linear superposition of the 
two focusing peaks. Delayed TR-NEWS signal processing considers a single focusing wave as a 
new basis which can be used to build arbitrary wave shapes at the focusing. This is done by time-
delaying and superimposing n+1 time-reversed correlation signals (Fig. 1 left column). Upon 
propagating this new optimized excitation through the media according to the last step of TR-
NEWS, a delayed scaled shape of signal at the focusing point can be created. The possibilities of 
delayed TR-NEWS signal processing optimization has been demonstrated, including amplitude 
modulation, signal improvement and side lobe reduction. In case of linear behavior of the 
material, the following superposition principle could be written : 
 
 
 
   (5) 
 
 
Any nonlinearity in the system will break the invariance properties which can be used for defect 
evaluation in the time domain. 
 

        
  

Fig. 1: (Left): TR-NEWS principle using reverberating properties. Schematic process of the 
memristor based TR-NEWS with the virtual memory transducer concept (see part 4). (1) The 
initial broadband excitation Tx(t) propagates in a medium. (2) Additional echoes coming from 
interfaces and scatterers in its response Rx could be associated to a virtual source. (3) Applying 
reciprocity and TR process to Rx. (4) The time reversed new excitation Tx =  Rx(t) produces a 

response Rx (the TR-NEWS coda yTR(t)) with a spatio-temporal focusing at t =  tf and symmetric 
side lobes with respect to the focusing. (Right) : delayed TR-NEWS principle used for defining a 

self-calibrated calibration process independently from the experimental configuration.  
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3. TR-NEWS calibration strategies 
 
The calibration procedure of standards UT methods comprises determination of appropriate 
transducers placement and excitation frequencies with respect to geometry and attenuation of the 
structure, and frequency bands of used transducers. Procedure can be realized by frequency 
wobbling or by the chirp pulse transmission. Excitation amplitude range and steps of amplitude 
growth must be also properly determined. The best practice is parallel calibration on an intact 
part. No other specific measurement conditions are needed except of ultrasonic and/or electric 
noise-free environment. The calibration method can be used as global, covering the whole tested 
structure, and damaged zone localization is more straightforward than in the case of NEWS 
procedure 
. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: The principle of a multimodal acousto-mechanic TR-NEWS calibrated instrumentation. 
Digital imaging correlation (CORRELI-Q4) will evaluate the exact displacement field necessary 

for any calibration of stress-strain curves 
 

For example, TR-NEWS has been successfully applied to skin analysis using a calibration 
strategy based on multi-modal acousto-mechanical loading (Fig.2) and Digital Correlation Image 
for absolute calibration of the displacement field (Fig.2 right). 
 
 

  
 

Fig. 3: TR-NEWS set-up including V3 calibration block for Tuffeau sandstones (left), where 
signal processing is used for extraction of the third-order nonlinear signature (right) 

 
The second example comes from the another application where calibration is conducted using 
the V3 calibration block in order to evaluate the sensitivity of UT technics in Tuffeau sandstones 
(Fig.3).  
 
3.1 Self-calibrated TR-NEWS evaluation of cracks 
For crack localization in standard UT techniques (Fig. 4), transducers should be placed at 
positions surrounding tested area (if possible in a quasi-symmetric way). Four or higher number 
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of transmitting/receiving transducers are necessary to cover relatively large structures, for an 
increase of excitation power. Laser interferometer scanning can be often used instead of 
receivers multiplexing in simpler situations when tested part is not completely hidden. Higher 
number of transducers gives better results and more accurate defect location. All transducers 
must be well mounted on the structure surface. Important factors in performing tests are proper 
selection of primary excitation pulse frequency (or frequency band), signal waveform, and 
amplitude range. Most suitable frequencies can be determined by calibration procedure (chirp 
pulse or frequency sweeping). 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: (Top) In-situ protocol for TR-NEWS calibration of nonlinear signature in pseudo-impulse 
response. TR-NEWS generate a focusing which is independent of the complexity of propagation. 

(Bottom) Nonlinear signature extracted with PI process without (left) and with crack (right). 
Normalized signal processing show an increase of global (nonlinear) noise coming from the 

presence of crack, and a significant signature (in the time domain) of a nonlinear scattering area 
due to the presence of the crack. 

 
3.2 On the way to standardization with V3 calibration blocks 
The V3 calibration block is used for onsite checking of miniature shear wave probe index, time 
base, beam angle and gain. It includes a 25mm, 75mm and 100mm radius, 3mm hole. V3 Test 
Block are made with 7075-T6 Aluminum (Metric Version) and geometry is 25mm, 50mm, and 
100mm radii, 3.0mm diameter through holes, engraved reference mark scales, and a 0.4mm wide 
x 2.5mm deep slot. Dimensions are 150mm x 90mm tall x 25mm wide. The main functions of 
V3 calibration blocks (IT Nardoni, Brescia, Italy) are surface slit for surface and sub-surface 
indication needed for TR-NEWS experiments (Figs 3 and 5).  
 

       
 

Fig. 5: V1 and V3 calibration blocks for TR-NEWS experimental set-up. Instead of using V1 
calibration block known for its almost regular geometry, V3 calibration block is preferred for 

TR-NEWS calibration process where complex propagation increases the reverberant properties 
needed for TR-NEWS focusing.  
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4 New instrumentation and calibration tools for nonlinear measurements 
 
Due to its ability to include nonlinear and memory based properties, it was conjectured to 
include memristors and a reverberating chaotic cavity in order to improve Nonlinear Time 
Reversal processes used for NDT and biomedical ultrasonic imaging [24-25]. As already studied 
by the ultrasonic community, multiple scattering in experiments or multiple reflections in wave 
guides or inside chaotic cavities actually improve the focusing properties for any TR based 
experimental technique. In Time reversal (TR) based Nonlinear Elastic Wave Experiments 
(NEWS) experiments, instead of being an hindrance, reverberation properties are an advantage 
for energy focusing. The interest related to transducers having chaotic properties is a new field of 
research, were the behavior of self-sustained electromechanical transducer have been reported. 
The chaotic behavior can be induced by the irregular boundary of the cavity and/or by 
fabricating patterns of small holes. Due to their specific memory effects, memristive systems are 
potentially useful building blocks for innovative implementations of classical techniques of 
nonlinear analog signal processing, and of course for the definition of new standards for 
nonlinear NDT. For this instrumentation, packaged chips are presented with 8 discrete 
memristors in 16 Pin Ceramic DIP (Dual Inline Package) with wafer batch (DM8-16DIP-BS-AF 
1403272-9 226,DM8-16DIP-BSAF 1403272-9 230 Tier 3, Knowm Inc, Santa Fe, USA). The 
memristor is able of a bi-directional pulsed increment response, which is ideal for synaptic 
learning applications. According to the memristor datasheet, maximum ratings are linked to the 
ion-conducting forward and reverse voltages (resp. 1V and -1.2V clearly compatible with 
voltage applied to US transducers). Consequently, several preliminary tests associated to the TR-
NEWS device have been conducted in order to optimize the array of memristors chosen for the 
experiment, involving V3 calibration block. Introducing a perfectly calibrated nonclassical 
nonlinearity in the TR-NEWS excitation device, nonclassical nonlinearity coming from the 
symmetry breaking of side lobes in the TR-NEWS focusing, signal can be calibrated and 
controlled for nonlinear NDT based monitoring of complex samples.  
 
5. Conclusion 
 
The TR-NEWS based growing technology described in this paper is taken as a first step that 
should be investigate in order to propose new NDT standards for nonlinear UT. Starting from the 
signal processing aspects, describing classical nonlinear measurements conducted for NEWS, the 
new delayed TR-NEWS concept is presented as a way to achieve the definition of a new 
standard for nonlinear UT. After the description of the acousto-mechanical multimodality for 
aging analysis, we suggest the introduction of the electronic memristor as a specific electronic 
component that should be added to any nonlinear NDT instrumentation aim at measuring 
quantitatively and pragmatically the usefulness or serviceability of a damaged structure.  
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